


LaSelva Winery presents Red VermOUTh and White VermOUTh
We developed these two Vermouths - handcrafted in our Tuscan cellar in 
Magliano - in collaboration with Bar Manager Andrea Masuero.

P R O U D  T O  B E  O U T S I D E R

VermOUTh is an OUTsider because it does not follow trends, nor does it 
want to impose them.

This product is an outsider because it is not a classic Turin ‘vermouth’, but 
an ‘indie’ Vermouth that was born and bottled in Maremma.

It is OUTsider because it is organic.

It is an OUTsider because it is the result of an OFF project by a winery 
that had never made Vermouth but wanted to give it a try.

It is OUT because it is proud to be so.

VermOUTh LaSelva, Proud to be OUTsider

V E R M O U T H





Our organic red wine is infused with a selection of 13 organic botanicals 
to create a product with no added caramel and only a very small amount 
of cane sugar. Handcrafted. Ideal for drinking on its own before or after 
meals, or as an excellent addition to classic or innovative cocktails.

This product is characterised by an intense bouquet. Red wine scents are 
prominent, intertwined with angelica, juniper, rosemary, cloves and elder-
flower, which are accompanied by herbaceous as well as balsamic flavours. 
It has a soft and round mouthfeel. As the bitter notes of rosemary and arti-
choke emerge, they are balanced with the sweetness and floral notes.

This extremely versatile liqueur can be used for a wide range of purpos-
es. It is best suited for mixing, where - thanks to its Tuscan and natural 
qualities - it complements and enhances cocktails. However, it can also be 
enjoyed alone as an aperitif, perhaps embellished with a sprig of rosemary.

Ingredients: Red wine*, alcohol*, sugar*, spices*, citrus peel*, medicinal 
herbs*. *From organic farming.

R E D  V E R M O U T H



Our organic white wine is infused with a selection of 13 organic bota-
nicals to create a product with no added caramel and only a very small 
amount of cane sugar. Handcrafted. Ideal for drinking on its own before or 
after meals, or as an excellent addition to classic or innovative cocktails.

It is characterised by an intense, scented, and floral aroma. Aromas of el-
der, rosemary, and citrus fruits are prominent, along with balsamic hints.
It has a slightly savoury, with low acidity, mouthfeel. Due to its balance of 
wine, sugar and botanicals, among which artichoke stands out, it is imme-
diately identifiable for its smoothness and the perfect combination of sweet 
and bitter flavours.

This extremely versatile liqueur can be used for a wide range of purpo-
ses. It is best suited for mixing, where - thanks to its Tuscan and natural 
qualities - it complements and enhances cocktails. However, it can also be 
enjoyed alone as an aperitif, perhaps embellished with a sprig of rosemary.

Ingredients: White wine*, alcohol*, sugar*, spices*, citrus peel*, medici-
nal herbs*. *From organic farming.

W H I T E  V E R M O U T H



This project is the brainchild of bar manager Andrea Masuero and LaSelva. 
However, it is more of a collaboration between friends, and a process of 
mutual esteem that has led to the creation of two ‘jewels’ that encapsulate 
the best skills and features of both.

“For the production of this Vermouth I decided to do everything home 
made, taking the risk in first person, but with the awareness of creating a 
unique product that would represent both me and LaSelva. The strengths 
that allow me to compare myself with our most famous competitors are: the 
use of high-quality wines, exceptional organic grain alcohol, a bouquet of 
botanicals born in Tuscany, but above all from LaSelva’s philosophy. These 
include artichokes, rosemary and elderflower picked directly at the factory.
In addition, I have succeeded in compensating for the sweet part by skilful-
ly dosing herbs, greatly reducing the use of sugar, and excluding caramel, 
which is rare in this world. White and Red are brothers, but they are also 
different. In fact, they share the same aromas and flavours, but with dif-
ferent dosages that interact with our wines in a way that creates different 
results, but with one characteristic feature. What has been said so far re-
veals itself once tasted. These drinks are excellent to have during or after a 
meal. They can also be enjoyed alone or in combination with dry pastries, 
refined desserts, and even mature or blue cheeses. However, they are best 
suited for mixing. In fact, they complement and enhance drinks, making 
cocktails unique and characterful, so much so that anyone will recognise 
that VermOUTh LaSelva is the special ingredient in them!”

Andrea Masuero - L’Oca Bianca


